obSERvAtIonS of SlIP
We consider the extensive data of Manighetti et al. [200, 2004] , who compiled cumulative slip profiles from 255 normal faults along active rifts of East Africa ( fig. ) . they classified the profiles into eight sets ( fig. 2 ) and emphasized their piecewise linear character: 72% have long, roughly linear portions, ~60% taper nearly linearly towards a fault trace end, and ~5% have roughly flat tops. the spacing of the subparallel fault traces is generally small relative to the trace length. these profiles reflect slip accumulation over millions of years but resemble slip distributions during single earthquakes [see also Schwartz and Coppersmith, 984] .
MEChAnICAl ModElS
We model slip (D) along faults idealized as two-dimensional shear fractures in infinite, uniform, isotropic, isothertitle Geophysical Monograph Series Copyright 2006 by the American Geophysical union ##.####/###GM## mal, linear elastic bodies [e.g., Pollard and Segall, 987] . A fault of half-length a parallels the x-axis, is normal to the y-axis, and extends an infinite distance in the z-direction. for an isolated fault, x = 0 is midway between the fault tips. We treat the remote shear stress parallel to the fault (τ l ) as uniform. the shear stress acting on the walls of a fault is τ 2 . the two-dimensional treatments avoid many of the mechanical and geometric complications of three-dimensional models and permit a more direct focus on the mechanics of fault interaction. We use both analytical and numerical solutions, the latter being for antiplane strain, where displacements parallel the z-axis [e.g., Gupta and Scholz, 2000] , but note that slip profiles for plane and antiplane strain commonly have identical shapes [e.g., tada et al., 2000] .
Slip Along Isolated Faults
3.1.1 Elliptical and bell-shaped reference slip distributions. the slip profile for an isolated fault with a constant driving stress (∆τ = τl-τ2) has an elliptical form, with a stress singularity at the fault tip [tada et al., 2000] . the simplest slip distribution where the stress singularity is eliminated is bell-shaped; it is produced by a driving stress distribution in the form of a step function [bürgmann et al., 994] . Although elliptical and bell-shaped profiles can pass through some of the data in fig. 2 , neither can account for the range of observations in fig. 2. Manighetti et al. [200, 2004] emphasized piecewise linear interpretations of their slip profiles ( fig. 2b, c) . using hilbert transformations [Weertman, 996] , we show in the appendix (see supporting material for this volume) that for the simplest piecewise linear profile, a triangular slip distribution with the peak slip (dmax) at x = c, the normalized driving stress (∆τ*) is non-linear:
Piecewise linear slip distributions.
where G' is the shear modulus (G) for antiplane strain, and G/(-ν) for plane strain (ν = Poisson's ratio). our results confirm the assertion of Manighetti et al. [2004] that a logarithmic stress singularity arises at the tip of a fault (x = ±a) if the slip distribution tapers in a perfectly linear fashion to the end of the fault. this singularity is weaker than the one at the end of a fault with an elliptical slip distribution. Additionally, however, a logarithmic stress singularity also arises where the slip peaks (x = c). It is at least twice as strong as the singularity at the fault end, becoming stronger as the profile becomes more asymmetric ( fig. 3) . Moreover, the term in the denominator of the integrand in equation (A3) ensures that stress singularities will exist anywhere piecewise linear segments of a slip profile meet. 
Composite slip profiles with f lat tops.
We now explore slip distributions that arise from a random distribution of strength losses along an isolated fault. figure 4 shows 20 profiles, calculated using a boundary element method [e.g., Crouch and Starfield, 983] for antiplane strain. Each fault is divided into 40 constant-slip elements, with the shear strength of each element selected at random from a uniform distribution from 0 to τ l . Individual profiles in fig. 4 , such as the one shown by the heavy line, generally have an irregular skewed elliptical form and do not match composite profiles of fig. 2 particularly well. Collectively, however, the normalized profiles yield a composite "quasi-elliptical" profile like that of fig. 2h . the resemblance occurs because the peak normalized slip for each profile (a) equals , and (b) generally develops over the range |x/a| < 0.5. the flat top of the composite profile of fig. 4 is an artifact of normalizing and superposing individual profiles; it does not reflect piecewise linear slip along the central portions of individual faults traces. If w decreases while a is fixed, the peak of the slip profiles becomes flatter ( fig. 5a ), with slip increasing everywhere along each fault in the array. the departure from an elliptical form is not pronounced even for w/a = 2., but fig. 5a suggests that a close spacing of coplanar faults provides a second explanation for the "quasi-elliptical" profiles of fig.  2h . for a periodic set of "stacked" parallel faults of equal length arranged like rungs on a ladder, with a center-tocenter spacing of H,
Slip Along Interacting
If H decreases while a is fixed, the slip profiles again become flatter (fig. 5b); in this case slip decreases everywhere along each fault in the array. A close spacing of stacked faults thus provides a third explanation for the composite profile of fig. 2h . Manighetti et al. [2004] argued that a flattened slip profile can reflect highly fractured compliant material near fault trace ends. thus, at least four explanations exist for how "quasi-elliptical" slip profiles could develop, and none of them involve true piecewise linear slip along an isolated fault. 
Two slightly overlapped faults of equal length.
As the spacing (s) shrinks between two slightly overlapped faults of equal length, our boundary element solution ( fig. 6a) shows that the faults share slip such that they yield a superposed slip profile like that of an equivalent single fault. the peak slip on each fault shifts from the fault center towards the region of overlap, akin to the three-dimensional results of Willemse et al. [996] . the skewed individual profiles also taper in nearly linear fashion in the region of overlap, a point not previously recognized. two key effects contribute. first, the region of overlap is near the center of an equivalent single fault, where slip is a maximum and is nearly constant (fig. 6a) . Within that region, as the slip at the overlapped tip of one fault drops to zero, slip at neighboring points on the adjoining fault approaches a maximum. Second, the slip profiles must be mirror images because of symmetry. for widely separated faults the slip profiles are convex (elliptical), but for closely spaced overlapped faults the two cited conditions require slip to approach a linear taper in the region of overlap. this conclusion is based primarily on symmetry arguments and is likely to hold even in materials that are not perfectly elastic. It also is consistent with observations of natural faults [Willemse, 997, Manighetti et al., 200; Crider and Pollard, 998; Cartwright and Mansfield, 998; Contreras et al., 2000] . Closely spaced dikes commonly exhibit a mechanically analogous near-linear taper in aperture where they overlap ( fig.  6b) . near-linear relative displacement profiles characterize one way that closely-spaced, slightly overlapped fractures of similar size interact.
Three faults.
to further investigate fault interaction we calculate slip profiles with the boundary element method for various fault triplets ( fig. 7, right column) and compare them to the composite profiles of fig. 2 (fig. 7, left column) . Above each set of profiles in the right column of fig. 7 , the associated fault triplet configuration appears, with the bold and dotted profiles corresponding to the bold and dotted faults, respectively. the bold profiles are reproduced over the data of fig. 2 in the left column, where they provide a good visual match to the composite profiles. fault triplets like those in fig. 7 occur in fig. , supporting our inference that fault interaction strongly influences the first-order composite profiles.
dISCuSSIon

Continuous Slip Profiles Constructed From Discrete Data
Constructing continuous slip profiles from discrete data requires an interpolation scheme. linear interpolation commonly is the method of choice. for piecewise linear profiles in a linear elastic medium, however, stress singularities arise where the first derivative along a slip profile is discontinuous. Profiles produced with cubic splines are continuous through the second derivative [Press et al., 990] , and hence can avoid strain and stress singularities, but their third derivative is discontinuous, violating the beltrami-Michell compatibility equations [Malvern, 969] and introducing strain incompatibilities. Even though a bell-shaped slip profile produced by a driving stress with a step function can avoid a fault tip stress singularity, strain incompatibilities arise at the inflection points, where the second derivative of the driving stress and the third derivative of the slip are discontinuous. higher-order polynomial interpolation methods can avoid introducing strain incompatibilities, but they can introduce artificial oscillations between data points [Press et al., 990] . We provide no satisfactory solution to this dilemma here, but note that data and interpolation methods are important to identify and keep distinct since interpolation schemes can introduce, alter, or eliminate mechanically significant aspects in slip profiles.
Slip Profiles Constructed From Effectively Continuous Data
Recent surveying methods (e.g., laser altimetry and satellite interferometry) effectively allow accurate, high-resolution, spatially continuous slip profiles to be prepared for faults. fractures can be anticipated where such a slip profile is sufficiently steep [Cooke, 997] or where any of its first three derivatives are discontinuous. the locations of these possible energy sinks are unlikely to be spatially uniform and might be expected where a fault is non-planar.
Development of "Near-linear" Tapers in Slip
Several theoretical explanations exist for why near-linear tapers in slip appear to be so common. these include variations in fault strength [e.g., Cooke, 997] or driving stress [bürgmann et al., 994] ; off-fault deformation concentrated near the fault tip [e.g., Manighetti et al. 200; Scholz, 2002; d'Alessio and Martel, 2004] ; and the lack of a "barrier" to impede fault propagation [Manighetti et al. 200] . our analyses indicate that sharing of slip between closely spaced, slightly overlapped faults provides a robust explanation for a near-linear slip taper that is supported by several data sets [e.g., dawers et al., 993; Willemse, 997; Cartwright and Mansfield, 998; Contreras et al., 2000; Manighetti et al., 200; Shipton and Cowie, 200; d'Alessio and Martel, 2004] . We conclude that a near-linear slip taper by itself is not diagnostic of a particular cause. Slip data can be collected and analyzed in conjunction with information on both along-fault fracturing and neighboring faults to test whether the possibilities cited here provide viable explanations for near-linear slip tapers on a case by case basis.
"Barriers" to Fault Propagation
our findings bear on how faults stop propagating. Willemse and Pollard [2000] showed how mechanical interaction can impede the propagation of closely spaced faults of similar size if their tips overlap, and our results show that this should yield near-linear slip tapers. In contrast, Manighetti et al. [200] concluded that fault tips encountering barriers to propagation would develop an elliptical variation in slip. faults thus might respond differently to different barriers. by collecting and analyzing fault slip data in conjunction with information on near-fault fracturing, rock type, and slip distributions on nearby faults [e.g., d'Alessio and Martel, 2004] the effects of different types of barriers might be clarified.
the history of fault propagation and slip could depend on how faults nucleate. one possibility involves widely spaced nucleation points. In this scenario, when the faults are small and interact little, the slip profiles might be roughly elliptical or skewed elliptical, depending on the fault strength distribution and regional stresses. As the faults grow and interact, near-linear tapers could evolve where closely spaced faults eventually overlap. A second end member involves faults initially clustered along a pre-existing flaw. In this scenario, faults could interact and develop slip profiles with near-linear tapers early in their growth history. these two possibilities are not mutually exclusive, and other scenarios exist as well.
ConCluSIonS
Slip profiles that are truly piecewise linear require singular driving stress distributions, and profiles without continuous third derivatives imply strain incompatibilities. Such profiles, if appropriate, suggest localized fracturing (energy sinks) along a fault. In many cases the profiles are interpretations based on discrete data, and alternative interpretations without these physical implications are permitted. fault interaction provides a simple explanation for the general form of many observed slip distributions, especially near-linear slip tapers, which are difficult to explain by on-fault effects. Many faults are closely spaced and can be expected to interact. Slip data collected and analyzed in conjunction with information on both along-fault fracturing and neighboring faults can lead to improved insight into how faults slip, propagate, and dissipate energy.
